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Good morning, everybody.
First of all, I would like to thank ICF for giving me an opportunity to address 
you this morning. 
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I would like to outline the contents of my presentation.
Firstly, I want to say something about the context within which risk 
assessment is done. In some sense, it is the background for today’s 
environmental issues and for challenges is facing yours and other industries.
When do we do it?
Why should we do it?
Then, I will look at the scope of assessment.
Then, talk on the context of buying and selling. I know that your industry has 
been very active in this activity in last few years. Certainly, some of the 
points I want to make are graphically illustrated in the context of 
transactions.
Then, I will make a brief world tour of three regions looking at some 
regulatory drivers and some of the stakeholder issues.
Then, I would like to talk about the process of environmental due diligence, 
potential environmental concerns, then to briefly highlight some features of 
the risk assessment process and finally, touch on some implications for the 
cable industry.
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•• Greater regulation of all industrial sectors, globally.Greater regulation of all industrial sectors, globally.
•• Greater attention to liabilities during transactionsGreater attention to liabilities during transactions..

•• Greater stakeholder pressure.Greater stakeholder pressure.
•• Global warming/climate change Global warming/climate change –– focus on focus on 

emissions from energy use (Climate Change Levy emissions from energy use (Climate Change Levy 
in U.K.).in U.K.).

Increasingly companies recogniseIncreasingly companies recognise
•• Good Environmental Management is good Good Environmental Management is good 

business/commercial practice.business/commercial practice.

What actually is happening is that all over the world industry is facing greater 
regulation. 
As far as transactions are concerned, greater attention is being paid to 
liabilities. All purchasers are now much better informed. So, involvement of 
companies like mine is now common practice. 
There is also greater stakeholders pressure. There are various other 
individuals and groups that need to be satisfied, whether it is your investors, 
employees, neighbors or other interest groups.
Major global issues are also affecting all industries. They are global 
warming, climate change— with the focus on emissions from energy use. In 
the UK, this led to the Climate Change Levy, another kind of environmental 
tax or incentive, a stick to encourage reduction of emissions.
Increasingly, companies recognize that good environmental management is 
good business and good commercial practice. This is not just an ideology 
that is promoted by environmental consultants like myself. I think this is the
experience around the world. 
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Acquisitions/DivestituresAcquisitions/Divestitures

•• Managing operational facilities, Managing operational facilities, 
including regulatory complianceincluding regulatory compliance

So, when should we do it ?
Let’s say in the context of mergers and acquisitions, divestitures and also in 
terms of managing operational facilities, including helping to insure 
regulatory compliance. 
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So, why ?
To identify, assess and quantify liabilities and risks: When this happens, risk 
management strategy affects all other areas, products, markets.
To determine remedial actions: Having identified the risks, what can we do? 
Physical measures? Management measures?
The issue of allocating responsibilities: In context of transactions, this may 
be between buyers and sellers. Which part of the company takes
responsibility?  
There is also an increasing need to satisfy third parties.
In the course of the deal, you can help to price the deal. In the negotiations, 
obviously tactics play a role in any kind of transaction. The better informed 
you are on what the risks are and what costs are associated with managing 
the risks, the better you are able to decide a price.
With all of this, we look at the impact of expenditures on the bottom line. 
Looking to identify what capital expenditure implications are, as well as 
operational costs and how this fits in with wider  business plans.
In essence, that is an essential component of sound business management.
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What should be the scope of assessment? 
The key issues are on the environment, which most of us are primarily 
concentrating on, and health and safety. 
Also, there are other issues which have to do with business interruption, 
continuity planning. Often this can be related to environmental issues rather 
than to risk issues.
Increasingly, companies are looking at how to manage their reputation. 
Throughout the supply chain, there is now increasing emphasis on this  area. 
Or should we take an integrated approach?
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•• Essential component of the Due Diligence Process Essential component of the Due Diligence Process 
•• Staged approach Staged approach –– Focused, CostFocused, Cost--EffectiveEffective

Desk study Desk study –– screening, sampling, priority rankingscreening, sampling, priority ranking
TTelephone interviews/questionnaireselephone interviews/questionnaires
Site Visit (“Phase I”) to some or all sites in property Site Visit (“Phase I”) to some or all sites in property 
portfolioportfolio
Soil/groundwater investigation (“Phase II”) Soil/groundwater investigation (“Phase II”) ––
sampling and analysissampling and analysis
Risk Assessment Risk Assessment –– qualitative, quantitativequalitative, quantitative

Now, let’s talk about buying and selling.
During the due diligence process, essentially assessing the  assets and 
liabilities of the company and checking to satisfy yourself about what you are 
buying. In the whole of this investigation, the environmental part is now
playing an increasing role. 
As a consultant, we suggest a staged approach to the environmental issues,
if time permits in the company transaction. We think a focused, cost effective 
approach is the most helpful way forward.
Now, we quickly go through some of the stages which could be involved. In 
some cases, many sites are involved and time is short, consultants may be 
engaged. They start with a desk study - a rather broad screening. The next 
stages may involve telephone interviews, sending questionnaires to vendors, 
visiting sites, investigating soil and ground water and going to final risk 
assessment.
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•• Landfill Directive Landfill Directive –– Higher CostsHigher Costs
•• Oil Storage Regulations Oil Storage Regulations –– Higher CostsHigher Costs
•• IntegradedIntegraded Pollution Prevention and Control (Pollution Prevention and Control (IIPPC) PPC) 

–– (e.g. (e.g. Copper/Copper/Lead Melting) Lead Melting) –– Reports (now and at Reports (now and at 
Closure/Surrender), Investigations (+ Costs) andClosure/Surrender), Investigations (+ Costs) and

•• Environmental Liability Directive Environmental Liability Directive -- ????
•• The “Precautionary Principle”The “Precautionary Principle”
•• White Paper on a Strategy for future Chemicals White Paper on a Strategy for future Chemicals 

PolicyPolicy

Before I go to risk assessment, I would like to touch on main local drivers, 
factors affecting industries including your own. 
These are just examples picked up from  the developments in the last one or 
two years. 
In EU, the landfill directive has been implemented. This is restricting the 
disposal of some kinds of wastes to landfill, increasing the amount of 
recycling, in general, leading  to higher costs.
Oil storage regulations: We will talk about this a little bit later on.
A key piece of legislation in Europe is a form of integrated pollution 
prevention and control. Looking at the number of potential environmental 
impacts together, air, water, waste, essentially this is a kind of license to 
operate. As far as cable industry in Europe is concerned, copper and lead 
melting is the first to coming into place, and optical fibers are coming in 
2004. At the end of the license/permit period, there is a need to look at the 
condition of the site and check for pollution. Therefore there is a need for an 
initial physical investigation of some sites, which results in costs.
For a long time, the EU Commission has been looking at the whole issue of 
environmental liabilities, and how they should be allocated and how they 
should be managed. The current draft is now circulating. Also, there is a 
policy which is developed in Europe, called the Precautionary Principle  
which has been applied to number of ongoing regulations.
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•• Integrated Pollution Control Integrated Pollution Control –– trends towards controlling all trends towards controlling all 
polluting emissions (air, water, waste) based on total quantity polluting emissions (air, water, waste) based on total quantity 
and impact on environmental capacity.and impact on environmental capacity.

•• Contaminated LandContaminated Land
Japan Japan –– Soil Remediation LawSoil Remediation Law
Taiwan Taiwan –– Contaminated Land RegulationsContaminated Land Regulations
South Korea South Korea –– Revised Soil Environmental Preservation ActRevised Soil Environmental Preservation Act

•• Climate ChangeClimate Change
China China –– ratification of Kyoto Protocolratification of Kyoto Protocol
Japan Japan –– ratification of Kyoto Protocolratification of Kyoto Protocol

Integrated Pollution Control: This is a trend across the region towards 
controlling all polluting emissions based on total quantity and impact on 
environmental capacity, in another words, relating the discharge to the 
absorbing ability of the environment.
As far as contaminated land is concerned, in Japan, Taiwan and South 
Korea there are many activities in this area. 
Climate Change:
China and Japan has ratified the Kyoto Protocol this year. 
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•• Waste Management/MinimisationWaste Management/Minimisation
Key issue in Japan, Taiwan and Korea, driven by spiralling costsKey issue in Japan, Taiwan and Korea, driven by spiralling costs
Australia seeking to reduce waste to landfillAustralia seeking to reduce waste to landfill

•• Hazardous WasteHazardous Waste
Established infrastructure in Australia, Japan, KoreaEstablished infrastructure in Australia, Japan, Korea
Two Pollution Control Standards for Hazardous Waste Treatment, Two Pollution Control Standards for Hazardous Waste Treatment, 
Storage and Disposal facilities issued 2002, China.Storage and Disposal facilities issued 2002, China.

•• Penalties/TaxesPenalties/Taxes
Australia Australia –– increased penalties for environmental offences (Max increased penalties for environmental offences (Max 

A$240,000)A$240,000)
environmental offences indictable environmental offences indictable –– judge/juryjudge/jury

Japan  Japan  -- Advisory Committee on Environmental Taxes (Advisory Committee on Environmental Taxes (MoEMoE))

There are other measures to be  introduced in order to implement the 
commitment associated with that.
Waste management minimization: This has been a key issue in Japan, 
Taiwan and Korea, primarily driven by spiraling costs, the lack of the suitable 
sites for landfill and the high cost of other forms of treatment. And so, 
reducing the amount of waste.
As far as hazardous wastes are concerned, in some parts of the region there 
is a very well established infrastructure.  
Penalties and Taxes: 
A couple years ago, it was minimal. Now it is changing. Australia is leading 
the way, having increased penalties and also made environmental offences 
indictable. Japan set up an advisory committee on environmental taxes.  By 
general experience, if a new committee is established, it is probably not to 
reduce levy/taxes.  
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•• Voluntary approaches to limit growth of Greenhouse Gases Voluntary approaches to limit growth of Greenhouse Gases 
(GHG), linked to economic output (Tax credits, research (GHG), linked to economic output (Tax credits, research 
funding, tracking emissions funding, tracking emissions –– trading programmes).trading programmes).

•• Voluntary registration of GHG emissions, reduction targets Voluntary registration of GHG emissions, reduction targets 
(“Climate Leaders”).(“Climate Leaders”).

•• EPA National Environmental Performance Program (sound EPA National Environmental Performance Program (sound 
environmental management, public outreach, sustained environmental management, public outreach, sustained 
environmental compliance, annual report to EPA).  environmental compliance, annual report to EPA).  
Incentives Incentives –– e.g. longer one.g. longer on--site waste storage if secondary site waste storage if secondary 
containment installedcontainment installed

PlusPlus
•• Brownfield's legislation Brownfield's legislation –– tax/direct financial incentives for tax/direct financial incentives for 

redevelopment of polluted industrial sitesredevelopment of polluted industrial sites..

North America  is, as I write here, beyond regulation. They have had a very 
extensive set of legislation in place for long time. In particular, most of you 
are familiar with the super fund legislation, which deals with contaminated 
sites.
The present administration is seeking to achieve a change in behavior by 
persuasion/voluntary action going forward rather than further regulation. 
Particular one is to limit growth of greenhouse gases, introducing voluntary 
registration schemes, reduction targets of greenhouse gas emissions, where 
individual companies could choose to register what their emissions (Co2 and 
so on) actually are. This group is referred to as the climate leaders.
Further interesting developments: National Environmental Performance 
Program by Environmental Protection Agency has been introduced. This is 
the incentive for improvements to waste storage and seeking to encourage 
industry leaders, who may perceive market advantage and improved
stakeholder image by taking voluntary actions to reduce emissions and/or 
provide a voluntary report to the EPA on their environmental programs.
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•• Investors/financial communityInvestors/financial community

•• Ethical Funds/Sustainable Performance (e.g. Dow Ethical Funds/Sustainable Performance (e.g. Dow 
Jones Sustainability)Jones Sustainability)

•• Corporate reporting (Global Reporting Initiative)Corporate reporting (Global Reporting Initiative)

•• Performance Indexes/League Tables (e.g. UK, Performance Indexes/League Tables (e.g. UK, BiEBiE
listing/ranking)listing/ranking)

There is a growing interest in companies’ performance in environmental and 
wider social and sustainability issues, in particular from the financial and 
investment community around the world and a number of independent 
league tables (like baseball or football) of environmental performance, where 
peer group pressure is exerted. 
Green funds currently account for, may be 5% of the investment market, but 
this area is growing.
The Dow-Jones sustainability index is one notable initiative, which has been 
running for around 5 years already.
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ContextContext
•• History, surrounding land use, environmental settingHistory, surrounding land use, environmental setting
Soil and GroundwaterSoil and Groundwater
•• Potential and know liabilities associated with current and Potential and know liabilities associated with current and 

past land uses, both on and offpast land uses, both on and off--site.site.
Operational ComplianceOperational Compliance
•• Air, water supply, waste water, chemical bulk storage and Air, water supply, waste water, chemical bulk storage and 

handling, waste management, asbestos, PCBs, ozonehandling, waste management, asbestos, PCBs, ozone--
depleting substances.depleting substances.

Other TopicsOther Topics
•• Threats posed by forthcoming legislation, product liability, Threats posed by forthcoming legislation, product liability, 

reputationalreputational issues, adequacy of environmental management issues, adequacy of environmental management 
systems, health and safety, process safety. systems, health and safety, process safety. 

I know that many of you have been active in due diligence associated with M 
& A. However, for those who have not; due diligence covers the whole 
process of checking into all the assets and liabilities of the target company, 
covering employment contracts, pensions, property leases, etc., as well as 
the environment, health and safety issues.
There are four main elements: Firstly, establishing what the environmental 
context is. This means being interested in how sensitive the site is to any 
pollution impact that may occur.
Secondly, soil and groundwater issues are always important since a legacy 
of historic problems can be inherited and the cost of remedial works can 
easily run into hundreds of thousands of dollars.
Thirdly, we are interested in operational compliance, because, if the site is 
not complying with the law, it could be fined, significant capital expenditure 
could be required to bring the site into compliance, or   closed down (in a 
worst case) .
Finally, with our clients, we need to decide the scope of the due diligence 
which may include the other topics listed on the slide.
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•• Air emissions Air emissions –– compliance? Process limitations? CAPEX? compliance? Process limitations? CAPEX? 
•• Water supply Water supply –– secure? Constraints on use? Guaranteed quality? secure? Constraints on use? Guaranteed quality? 

Treatment? Treatment? 
•• Waste water discharge Waste water discharge –– compliance? Capacity constraints? CAPEX? compliance? Capacity constraints? CAPEX? 
•• Waste management Waste management –– onon--site disposal, offsite disposal, off--site disposal (3site disposal (3rdrd Party)Party)
•• Asbestos Asbestos –– friable? Poor condition?friable? Poor condition?
•• Oil/chemical storage Oil/chemical storage –– compliance, leaks/releasescompliance, leaks/releases
•• Noise Noise –– environmental/occupational environmental/occupational –– PPE? Planning constraintsPPE? Planning constraints
•• PCBsPCBs
•• ODSsODSs
•• Soil/Groundwater Contamination? [“PPP” Soil/Groundwater Contamination? [“PPP” –– owner/occupier]owner/occupier]
•• Radioactive MaterialsRadioactive Materials

What potential environmental concerns are there?
Air: Clearly, important to know: whether the site is actually in compliance? 
Are there any process limitations?
Water supply, is it secured? Are there any constraints on its use?
Waste management: If there is off-site disposal, is a 3rd party dealing with 
your waste? If they do not do their job properly, could they come back to 
take any responsibility ?
Asbestos: obviously, very well described. 
Noise is interesting both as environmental and occupational noise. Personal 
Protection Equipment (PPE) ? Are there planning constraints? Are there any 
sensitive neighbors? 
PCBs, ODSs (Ozon Defeating Substance).
Soil/Ground Contamination: Polluter Pay Principle (PPP) in most of the 
countries around the world, this is the approach. However, on many sites, 
the original polluter may no longer be in business or can not be identified.  
What generally happens is, the current owner or occupier has to deal with 
the issue, even if he is not the polluter.
Also, these can be a potential concern for employee claims for occupational 
exposure to hazardous materials.
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• Consequence – significance/impact of event occurring and estimated 

associated cost

““Risk Assessment” Risk Assessment” –– used to describe very wide range of used to describe very wide range of 
activities/methodologiesactivities/methodologies

•• Risk that site is/will not be in compliance on one or more issueRisk that site is/will not be in compliance on one or more issues and s and 
need CAPEX to addressneed CAPEX to address

•• Risk of regulatory action/fines/suspension of operationsRisk of regulatory action/fines/suspension of operations
•• Risk of undiscovered historic soil/groundwater contaminationRisk of undiscovered historic soil/groundwater contamination
•• Risk of future releases/leakages causing soil/groundwater Risk of future releases/leakages causing soil/groundwater 

contaminationcontamination
•• Risk of tighter environmental controls/demands in futureRisk of tighter environmental controls/demands in future
But, in all cases; need to assess:But, in all cases; need to assess:
•• Likelihood Likelihood –– chance/probability of event/circumstance occurring chance/probability of event/circumstance occurring 

(frequency)(frequency)
•• Consequence Consequence –– significance/impact of event occurring and estimated significance/impact of event occurring and estimated 

associated costassociated cost

Risk assessment, we use this phrase freely. It is used to describe a very 
wide range of activities and methodologies and it is not just used in the 
context of the environment.
First of all, there is a risk that the site may not be in compliance on one or 
more issues. In that case, there might be a capital expenditure to be 
addressed as well as the potential issue of fines.
Is there undiscovered historic soil/groundwater contamination? When it 
comes to light, the actual land value would be negative.
Future risk: 
In any of those cases, there are two things we need to look at. 
The first is likelihood:  What ‘s the probability? What’s the chance?        In 
some cases, statistics may help you. For example, studies has been done to 
show that historically 75%of all underground storage tanks leak (not the 
modern ones)..
Secondly what are the consequences? If it happens, how significant is it? 
What’s the impact?  
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Need to consider:
• Areas of Potential Concern – known areas of 

spillage/staining, old underground storage tanks, 
historic on-site dumping areas, etc.  [SOURCE]

• Sensitivity of the ‘environmental setting’ – geology, 
hydrogeology, surface waters (rivers, lakes), 
groundwater abstraction zones, potential habitats 
[PATHWAY] [RECEPTORS]

And:
• Attitude of client to Risk

Need to consider:Need to consider:
•• Areas of Potential Concern Areas of Potential Concern –– known areas of known areas of 

spillage/staining, old underground storage tanks, spillage/staining, old underground storage tanks, 
historic onhistoric on--site dumping areas, etc.  [SOURCE]site dumping areas, etc.  [SOURCE]

•• Sensitivity of the ‘environmental setting’ Sensitivity of the ‘environmental setting’ –– geology, geology, 
hydrogeology, surface waters (rivers, lakes), hydrogeology, surface waters (rivers, lakes), 
groundwater abstraction zones, potential habitats groundwater abstraction zones, potential habitats 
[PATHWAY] [RECEPTORS][PATHWAY] [RECEPTORS]

And:And:
•• Attitude of client to RiskAttitude of client to Risk

Second thoughts on the Soil/Groundwater are seen here. 
Sources , depending where  they are, can present quite different risks and 
quite different problems. 
So we look at, what we call, sensitivity of the environmental settings –
geology, hydrogeology and so on. Here we consider two things. One is 
called the pathway, that is the source of the contamination is there a route 
whereby it can get to a receptor. The receptor may be the groundwater. It 
may be a sensitive habitat.
We look at the linkage between source, pathway and receptor.
And, also in carrying this out, anyone doing the risk assessment within our 
context, will want to know the attitude of the client to the risk. 
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Delivering sustainable solutions in a more competitive world

USTs

Drainage System

St Peter’s 
Nature
Reserve Municipal

Waste
Storage

Mr and Mrs Nice

Gorey Trucks

Ace petrol

Dry Cleaners R US

This slide shows many examples of potential sources;
Drums  are leaking.
Dry Cleaners are using solvent.
The Drainage system is also leaking.
The gas filling station’s underground tank is another potential source.
There are number of sources. 
There is some evidence of the problem here: On of Mr.& Mrs. Nice‘s trees 
seems to be sick. Is that because of something in the ground or something 
else?
These are examples for possible problems which might be there. 
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•• BundingBunding. . 
•• Bollards. Bollards. 
•• StainingStaining // LLeaks. Xeaks. X

Now. we quickly go through some actual examples from a site on which we 
worked. Here we have an aboveground storage tank. What is good about it? 
It has got a brick wall all way round the tank. It is called bunding. If the tank 
leaks, it is designed to contain it. Also, it has got bollards, i.e. concrete posts 
to prevent vehicle damage.
But , there is the evidence of staining and leaks. So, obviously there is bad 
news here, too.
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Goods StorageGoods StorageGoods Storage

●Flammable goods store.

●Evidence of spillage. X

●●Flammable goodsFlammable goods store.store.

●●Evidence of spillage. XEvidence of spillage. X

Next: A flammable goods store.
This is evidence of staining coming through the other side of the wall. So, a 
no smoking sign is quite important.
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Drum StorageDrum StorageDrum Storage

• “Roof”.  
• “Fenced”. 
• Overfilled. X
• Open inspection 

chamber. X

•• ““Roof”.  Roof”.  
•• “Fenced”. “Fenced”. 
•• Overfilled. XOverfilled. X
•• Open inspection Open inspection 

chamber. Xchamber. X

This is an example of a drum storage, where someone has an idea of what 
should be done. But actually, it has not been implemented in the right way. 
What we see here is: The drums are within the fenced compound and there 
is a roof. It is located in the middle of yard area. So it’s prone to vehicle 
movement impact. The gate is open. There is not clear organization of the 
drums stored. There is an inspection pit but the cover has been left open. If 
there was a release from one of the drums, it could be potentially run down 
into the inspection pit, which is probably connected to the drain system. 
Therefore, there could be a pathway leading to contamination. 
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Drum StorageDrum StorageDrum Storage

• Spillages. X
• Unstable piles/stacks. X
• No obvious segregation X

•• Spillages. XSpillages. X
•• Unstable piles/stacks. XUnstable piles/stacks. X
•• No obvious segregation XNo obvious segregation X

This is an under cover drum storage.
There is evidence of spillages all over the floor there are stains. Drums are 
piled too high and could easily fall down and potentially injure somebody.
There is no obvious segregation of different products.
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Drum StorageDrum StorageDrum Storage

• Bunded
• Locked cabinet 
• Under cover 

•• BundedBunded
•• Locked cabinet Locked cabinet 
•• Under cover Under cover 

Here, we have a much better example.
We’ve  got  an under cover store.
There is a small concrete wall to contain any spillage which might occur. 
There is also a locked cabinet in which some more hazardous materials may 
be stored.
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Pollution Source and PathwayPollution Source and PathwayPollution Source and Pathway

• Boiler fuel tank (no bund) 
above storm water
channel. X

• Fill points. X

•• Boiler fuel tank (no bund) Boiler fuel tank (no bund) 
above storm waterabove storm water
channel. Xchannel. X

•• Fill points. XFill points. X

Here, we have an example of  a pollution source and pathway.
This is a fuel storage tank. It is located together with a filling point above a 
storm water drain. There is a lot of evidence of spillage already. So, during 
routine filling operations, oil has been discharged into the storm water drain.
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Pathway/Environmental ReceptorPathway/Environmental ReceptorPathway/Environmental Receptor

• Storm water channel 
discharge to unlined 
trench. X

•• Storm water channel Storm water channel 
discharge to unlined discharge to unlined 
trench. Xtrench. X

This is very worrying.
Storm water drains are discharging into open ground and obviously causing 
problems. Here we have a pathway and a receptor.
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Pollution SourcePollution SourcePollution Source

• Oil product in ground. X

• Tidal marks –
groundwater impact ?

•• Oil product in ground. XOil product in ground. X

•• Tidal marks Tidal marks ––
groundwater impactgroundwater impact ??

This picture shows another pollution source.
Here the slightly shiny area is in fact oil and you can see staining around 
here. 
This site is actually near the coast and affected by the tide.
What actually is happening here? This staining has not come from oil being 
spilled on the surface. Oil has been released from the ground. Oil is sitting 
on top of the ground water and when tide comes in, it rises up. So you get 
these tide marks.
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Waste StorageWaste StorageWaste Storage

• Toxic waste next to 
storm water drain. X

•• Toxic waste next to Toxic waste next to 
storm water drain. Xstorm water drain. X

The bags in the photo contain toxic waste. Someone left this toxic waste 
very carefully close to a possible drain.
When it rains, toxic waste can flow down the drain.
Not  an example of good environmental management!
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On-site Waste DisposalOnOn--site Waste Disposalsite Waste Disposal

●“Out of sight, out of mind”.
●Hazardous materials?
●Fire risk. X

●●“Out of sight, out of mind”.“Out of sight, out of mind”.
●●Hazardous materials?Hazardous materials?
●●Fire risk. XFire risk. X

On many sites I visit, there will be  some kind of on-site waste disposal,
whether temporary or rather more permanent.
It is often behind the main operation.  
It will be largely, I might say, out of sight, out of mind.
The longer the operation, probably the more waste will have been disposed.
What’s in the waste, are there hazardous materials in there? Probably.
Could fire be a risk? There could be all sorts of problems here.
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On-site Waste DisposalOnOn--site Waste Disposalsite Waste Disposal

● What’s in there?●● What’s in there?What’s in there?

Believe it or not, this is not a landfill site.
This is a part of industrial facility. Here we have a gas cylinder, plastics 
drums. What's in there? We do not know.
We worked near the site recently.
This was not the property our clients are planning to acquire, but it was next 
to that property.
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AsbestosAsbestosAsbestos

• Painted 
asbestos insulation 
board wall. 

•• Painted Painted 
asbestos insulation asbestos insulation 
board wall. board wall. 

This is one example of asbestos.
This is rather brighter and in good condition.
It is paneling and painted quite safely, no need to do anything with it, except 
handling it carefully, when the building is demolished.
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AsbestosAsbestosAsbestos

• Asbestos-insulated 
vessel and supply 
pipes in a factory.

•• AsbestosAsbestos--insulated insulated 
vessel and supply vessel and supply 
pipes in a factory.pipes in a factory.

Here is a vessel insulated with asbestos, which is starting to break up. So, it 
does needs  to be dealt with.
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AsbestosAsbestosAsbestos

• Degraded asbestos –
lagged pipe. X

•• Degraded asbestos Degraded asbestos ––
lagged pipe. Xlagged pipe. X

Here is an example of lagging. The asbestos is starting to break up. 
Someone repaired it with a piece of tape. Not satisfactory dealing with that! 
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On-site SafetyOnOn--site Safetysite Safety

• Working safely? X•• Working safely? XWorking safely? X

Here is a fairly modern warehouse with good metal stacking .
A worker is climbing down from the top of the piled pallets. Is he working 
safely? I do not think so. If he falls down and breaks his back, will he sue the 
company? Probably.
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SafetySafetySafety

• Trailing cables – trip 
hazard. X

• Power tool (angle 
grinder) on floor. X

• Spill. X
• Open inspection pit. X

•• Trailing cables Trailing cables –– trip trip 
hazard. Xhazard. X

•• Power tool (angle Power tool (angle 
grinder) on floor. Xgrinder) on floor. X

•• Spill. XSpill. X
•• Open inspection pit. XOpen inspection pit. X

This is an example of a working area. Here we see  a power tool in some 
spillage on the floor.
The lid is off of the inspection pit. This is a little bit a disaster area .
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On-site SafetyOnOn--site Safetysite Safety

• A “near miss”.•• A “near miss”.A “near miss”.

Yes, this is a bomb. This is a real photo graph. There is nothing to protect 
the folk lift driver from falling down.
This is we call a near miss.
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Risk Assessment – Presentation 
of Results
Risk Assessment Risk Assessment –– Presentation Presentation 
of Resultsof Results

• Reasonable Best Case Cost (5% probability)
• Most Likely Cost (50% probability)
• Reasonable Worst Case Cost (95% probability)

•• Reasonable Best Case Cost (5% probability)Reasonable Best Case Cost (5% probability)
•• Most Likely Cost (50% probability)Most Likely Cost (50% probability)
•• Reasonable Worst Case Cost (95% probability)Reasonable Worst Case Cost (95% probability)

The most likely cost (50The most likely cost (50thth

percentile or median) is percentile or median) is 
££30,00030,000

The reasonable The reasonable 
worst case (95worst case (95thth

percentile cost) is percentile cost) is 
££50,00050,000

When we assess risk, we always try to covert the risk into a range of cost. 
We can do it for an individual issue, or number of issues for one  site as a 
whole. Then we present a result in this way.
What we have here; is the probability of a site and the range of cost of the 
site. Quite frequently, with estimation we had done, you will get this kind of 
report. 
The way we talk about the these cost, here right side in the graph is very low 
cost, which we call reasonable best case or most optimistic case.
Then we have most likely cost, and reasonable worst case cost.
With that kind of presentation of the cost information, finance director or 
others in the company who are looking at the deal can decide how the risk 
they are, what figure they want to take into the transaction.
And there are many ways one can actually take this kind of information for 
individual issue and individual site  and bring it together to get  overall 
financial risk profile for the whole portfolio.
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Risk Assessment – Acting on 
Results (Purchaser)
Risk Assessment Risk Assessment –– Acting on Acting on 
Results (Purchaser)Results (Purchaser)
At Time of Deal
• Walk away from deal, remove “dogs”
• Seek price reduction/negotiate
• Seek indemnities/warranties (bankruptcy?)
• Buy insurance
• Soil and groundwater sampling/analysis (Phase II) to establish baseline 

conditions

After Deal
• Introduce/upgrade environmental management system (ISO 14001)
• Train staff
• Install physical protective measures (e.g. bund ASTs)
• Conduct routine testing (e.g. UST integrity)
• Remove sources
• Change processes (e.g. stop solvent use)

At Time of DealAt Time of Deal
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•• Seek price reduction/negotiateSeek price reduction/negotiate
•• Seek indemnities/warranties (bankruptcy?)Seek indemnities/warranties (bankruptcy?)
•• Buy insuranceBuy insurance
•• Soil and groundwater sampling/analysis (Phase II) to establish bSoil and groundwater sampling/analysis (Phase II) to establish baseline aseline 
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After DealAfter Deal
•• Introduce/upgrade environmental management system (ISO 14001)Introduce/upgrade environmental management system (ISO 14001)
•• Train staffTrain staff
•• Install physical protective measures (e.g. bund Install physical protective measures (e.g. bund ASTsASTs))
•• Conduct routine testing (e.g. UST integrity)Conduct routine testing (e.g. UST integrity)
•• Remove sourcesRemove sources
•• Change processes (e.g. stop solvent use)Change processes (e.g. stop solvent use)

What you will do when you get the results:
If you are close to the time of the deal and if the results are very bad, you 
can choose to walk away or as we call it, remove the dog.
Or you can seek a price reduction or negotiate, or seek indemnities, or seek 
warranties. Or you can buy insurance to reduce some kinds of risks.
You can do some more investigation. You can reduce the range of 
uncertainty.
After the deal, you can clearly introduce or upgrade the environmental 
management system. Some companies choose to go for third party 
certification like ISO 14001.
You could train the staff to help them to manage the situation. You can 
install physical protective measures (like aboveground storage tanks or 
make further improvements). You can conduct routine testing.  As I told you 
before, 75% of underground storage tanks have a leak. By routine testing, 
you can reduce the risk.
You can remove the sources, or you can change your process. 
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Implications for Cable IndustryImplications for Cable IndustryImplications for Cable Industry

• Greater regulation, bigger fines, demands on management.
• Greater stakeholder pressure, reputation risks.
• Buyers better informed, more risk averse – need confidence if 

you want to sell.
But:
• By managing operations well;

The inspectors will focus elsewhere
You can manage/develop to your timescales 
Save time and money by integrating EHS, Quality into core 
management practices.

And 
By managing liabilities, maintain (enhance), the value 

of your assets.

•• Greater regulation, bigger fines, demands on management.Greater regulation, bigger fines, demands on management.
•• Greater stakeholder pressure, reputation risks.Greater stakeholder pressure, reputation risks.
•• Buyers better informed, more risk averse Buyers better informed, more risk averse –– need confidence if need confidence if 

you want to sell.you want to sell.
But:But:
•• By managing operations well;By managing operations well;

The inspectors will focus elsewhereThe inspectors will focus elsewhere
You can manage/develop to your timescales You can manage/develop to your timescales 
Save time and money by integrating EHS, Quality into core Save time and money by integrating EHS, Quality into core 
management practices.management practices.

And And 
By managing liabilities, maintain (enhance), the value By managing liabilities, maintain (enhance), the value 

of your assets.of your assets.

What are the implications for the cable industry?.
Everywhere, we have seen greater regulation, bigger fines, greater demands 
on management, increasing stakeholder pressure and also increasing risks 
to reputation.
Buyers are better informed, perhaps more risk averse.
You need to generate confidence, if you want to sell.
But: 
By managing operations well, the inspectors will probably focus elsewhere. 
And you can manage and develop at your own timescale.   You can save 
time and money by integrating environmental health and safety (EHS). You 
can bring quality into core management practices, making it really central to 
the way that the operations are conducted. 
By managing liabilities, you can maintain or even enhance the value of your 
assets.  Thank you.


